GERARD & VIN
MISHKINIS
TRUE TIGERS
BOB MONK & GRANDAUGHTER MADELYN DOHERTY
GORDON FAMILY
ROWVILLE
GARY, RUSSELL,
CAROL,
BRODERICK
& KATRINA
THE MACKAY
CLAN
TIGER FAMILY
ROSS, KEN, NOLA, IAN & SCOTT
SIRIANOS FAMILY
VANGE, KATERINA, ATHOS, JIMMY & LUCAS
YOUNG FAMILY
RICHMOND
BERT, ELLIE,
JOHN, JEANETTE
& DAMIEN
MILLER FAMILY
GO THE TIGERS!
STIRTON FAMILY
WERRIBEE
KERRI-ANNE,
LUKE
AND MAUREEN
DE BONO FAMILY
TAYLORS LAKES
GEORGE,
CARMEN, RENEE
& CANDICE
TIGERS FOREVER
VASSILIIOU
FAMILY
TASS, CLAUDIE, ISABELA & NICHOLAS
PLATT FAMILY
MOAMA
DAVID,
ARENDINA,
JASON & DARYL
MISIANO FAMILY
DOMINIC,
KELLY, KARISSA,
TENEIKA
& MARCUS
PROUDLOCK FAMILY
GLEN IRIS
ALAN, ROSIE, CHRISTINE & KATE
ROBIN DELVES
TIM DELVES
SERER FAMILY
(VERMONT)
ANTONIO, JUAN,
MARIA, STEFAN
& KARL
KEVIN & IAN KOETSVELD
“BIG JACK”
RICHMOND FOREVER
IN MEMORY OF KEN
FROM THE AXTEN FAMILY
STEVE
“TIGER”
ARMSTRONG
EAT EM ALIVE
BRENDA PALMER
ARMADALE
CAROLYN, ALICIA & AARON GAUNT
JO CURRIE
IN MEMORY OF MAX CURRIE
MALLOY FAMILY
GO TIGERS
NORMA, FRED,
JACINDA,
LETISHA, STACEY
SHEERS FAMILY
STANHOPE
ROSS, SUE, MATT & RICK
GLASS FAMILY

JOSH, STEPH,
EAMON, EMMETT

& KIEREN
ROBERT, BILL, RON, STEPHEN ELLIS MARGARET, ELLIOT, BELLINDA, LUKE
MARIE ANNE WALLACE
EAT ‘EM ALIVE TIGES
GEORGE R RLYRIJIS TIGERS WILL ROAR
Selleck Family
Sandringham
Craig, Jenny, Jake & Courtney
LAWRENCE
FAMILY
WANTIRNA
SOUTH
BILL, MARGARET,
MATTHEW,
ANDREW
PATERSON FAMILY
COOMA N.S.W
DAVID, DULCIE,
LAURA & MALCOLM
FRANK, BARRY AND BERNARD ROLFE THREE GENERATIONS OF TIGERS
RON TREWARNS
LIFETIME TIGER
TRENT
HANCOCK
GO TIGERS
FULLER FAMILY
BILL SNR
ROSEMARY,
PAULINE, JOHN
& RITA
SCHULZ FAMILY
MORVEN
BRET, CHRISTINE,
GEORGE, ALEX
& SOPHIE
VAN SANDEN
FAMILY
KEYSBOROUGH
RAY, DELLEREEN,
RUSSELL
& DAVID
ARLENE & MELISSA SPENCE FOR JOE MURDOCH #13 1932 & 1934 PREMIERS
D’AMICO FAMILY
IN MEMORY OF
JJ SMITH
(SEC., TRE. 1932-1949)
CARN
THE TIGERS
ROBERT HADLER
THE MELLYCAN FAMILY

CHRISTIAN & HEATHER

KAREN

& “WEBBY” TIGERS

FOREVER!
THE MERISON’S
2003
RUSSELL & PAULA
MIGHTY TIGERS
THE SCORGIE FAMILY
MARGARET, ROBIN, STEPHEN, JO, SUZANNE, JACQ, CAROLINE, ANDY
“JACK LIVES HERE”
GEORGE, DEB,
DAN &
ANDY JOHN
PROUDLY TIGERS
JOHN & LOIS WILSON & FAMILY
MULVOGUE
FAMILY
BILL SNR, BILL
JNR, MARJORIE,
DEBRA, KYLIE,
BRADLEY
DI CARLO FAMILY
GIOVANNI, JOSIE, SARAH, WILLIAM, EMILY, DANIELLE, THOMAS, MAX
TAYLOR FAMILY
NORTH BALWYN
DAVID, KYLIE,
MITCHELL
& BRYCE
MORRIS FAMILY
GO TIGES
HAYDEN, HUGH, HAMISH, LUCIA, PETER
JACK SPODNER
& RODNEY BANKS
TWO GENERATIONS
OF A TIGER FAMILY
TOPALOVIC
FAMILY
MULGRAVE
GORDAN, IVO, SOFIJA, DEBORAH & EMMA
THE MINOGUE FAMILY
ADRIAN, BETTY, DAVID, GWENYTH, JOHN AND MICHAEL
JAMIE,
LEANNE
& BAILEY
LANYON
MILDURA
GO TIGERS
CLAYTON
LAWRENCE
&
FERNANDA LI
CARN THE TIGES
EAT EM ALIVE
VORHAUER
FAMILY
YARRA JUNCTION
BRETT, KATRINA,
RORY, BROCK
& CHARLIE
KRINAS BOYS
DENNIS,
ANTHONY
& NICKOLAS
TIGERS BOYS
FOR LIFE!
SMITH FAMILY
BRUCE, SUE, PAUL & GEORGIA
DOUG HAYES
#20 THE TIGER
SPIRIT LIVES ON
- HAYES
- DONALDSON -
SUTTON
MICK KNIGHT
TIGERLAND
WHERE MY
PASSION LIVES
“EAT ‘EM ALIVE”
GEORGE & TEMI SOPIKIOTIS TIGERS FOREVER!
REID FAMILY
LILYDALE
JO, DAVID,
TIMOTHY,
CAMERON
& MERINDA
MARK, BETH & JESSICA ERIN RYAN
ONCE A TIGER ALWAYS A TIGER
2003
CAMPBELL FAMILY
OF MELTON
SOUTH
IAN, LYNDIA,
LAUREN
& HEATH
JOHN
& NATHAN
BRADSHAW
QUEENSTOWN
TAS
EAT EM
ALIVE TIGER
ALEXANDER DRAPER
MAL TOVENATI
1966
RENEE TOVENATI
1999
17
“TIGERS FOREVER”
SARAH MCINTYRE
ANNA & RUBY
BARRY JAMES,
JOSIE, FLYNN
& BRONTE SMEATON
NORTON FAMILY OF LAVERTON CRAIG, DEARNE, CATHERINE & MATHEW
Jodie, Gavin, Alannah & Campbell Rowland
AMY LOUISE
STANTON
EAT EM ALIVE
IAN STEVENSON
GO TIGERS
ERNIE, MALCOLM, ROHAN & BAILEY
FOUR GENERATIONS OF TIGER SUPPORTERS
PHIL & GERRY FRITH
TAS
IN MEMORY OF MIKE PATTERSON
BARRY & MELANIE
HARVEY
AARON
& RYAN LEA
DAVID BOOTH
FAMILY
SWAN HILL
DAVID,
LORRAINE,
PETER, LESLIE,
JO, BREE, ZANE
MORRIS FAMILY
BALWYN
TIGER NUTS
WAYNE,
DEAN, CASS
& OLIVIA KING
BACCHUS MARSH
*THE MIGHTY TIGERS*
TIPPETT FAMILY
GARY, LEONIE,
MATTHEW,
ERICA, GAVIN
& TREVOR
TIGERS FOREVER
ELVISH FAMILY

BENJAMIN
7.12.1907

BRETTE
15.12.1967

ADAM
23.12.1992
PRATT FAMILY
BILL, LAUREL,
MARION, GARY
& IAN
BANKS & MICHAELS
FAMILIES
DEBBIE, FAY, CHRIS & KELLY
BRUCE FAMILY
NORTH BALWYN
ALAN, PETER,
DAVID, BRETT
& PAUL
THE WOOD FAMILY
GORDON, LILLIAN, RON, BRYAN #16, FAY, KRISTY & DANIEL
TOP CLASS LANDSCAPES
FAELLA FAMILY
PETER & CHRISTINE
LAUREN, KARA & DANIEL
RICHTER FAMILY
ALBURY/WODONGA
KEN, MAUREEN,
PRISCILLA,
TAMMY & BEBE
JOHN DUMIGAN
BARB ELLIS
ORTH FAMILY
HANS ANNA AMY
AND JOEL
GO TÍGERS
THE DRING FAMILY TIGERS FOREVER
DARMANIN
FAMILY
PORT MELBOURNE
MATTHEW,
WILLIAM, JEFF,
BRONWYN, EMMA
HOWARD FAMILY
CARNEGIE
PAUL, TRACEY,
AMY, CAITLIN,
MEAGHAN,
MOLLY & BRIDIE
PHIL TURNER
SULAWESI
INDONESIA
CARN THE
TIGERS
YELLOW
AND BLACK
MARK & SHARON GRIFFIN
NEW YORK, NY USA
WE HEAR THE ROAR TO “EAT ‘EM ALIVE!”
DOO & MEG
GREEN
BALLARAT
GO THE
MIGHTY TIGERS!
POWELL BOYS
LARGE, TAC, ZEPH, W & MOT
CLINT H, LOU V, JEFF H, STUB B
WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE
EAT EM ALIVE
PETRESCU
NICK, MIKE,
CHRIS, LAURA
& MITCHELL
CHIPMAN FAMILY
NICK, ROXANNE,
ERIKA, BRITTANY
& RORY
GO TIGERS!
WELSH FAMILY
SANDRINGHAM
PETER, ANNETTE, BEN, CANDICE
PETER KETTLE
ALWAYS A TIGER
1959–2003
SAYERS FAMILY
EDITHVALE
GRAEME, CHARLENE, NICOLE & JESSICA
PETER DYER
1970–2003
FOREVER
A TIGER
LUV FAMILY
& FRIENDS
BRIAN
CHRISTENSEN
NOELLE
CHRISTENSEN
STEELE FAMILY
BRAD & ANDREA
CALLUM
& MITCHELL
EMMA
& RACHELLE
UNWIN FAMILY
FRANKSTON
ALLAN - PAUL
ASHLEY - RYAN
MARGARET & FRANK SCOTT
JENNY & JESSICA CHITTICK
KEN, REBECCA
JANE, AND THE
RESERVOIRS
MACCAS
RISKING HEAD AND SHIN
EAT ‘EM ALIVE TIGERS PGV
TOM & PETER KATSONIS TIGERS FOREVER!
DAMIANI
FAMILY
STEFAN,
KIM,
BRITTANI,
ELLA
CLAY MANNING FOR THE LOVE OF TIGERLAND
BLACKBURN FAMILY
NOOSA, QLD
ANDREW, CAROLYN, ALICE & JULIAN
DOUG & EVELYN MAY WILLIAMSON MITCHAM ARTHUR & TASMAN WILLIAMSON
MICHAEL
GREGORY
JESSICA
GREGORY
HAYLEY
GREGORY
SUNSHINE
WEST
GO TIGERS
ROBERT, KATE, REBECCA, VICTORIA & OLIVIA YOUNG
SYDNEY SUPPORTERS CLUB
CLARK FAMILY
DONVALE
STEVE
MICHELE
ETHAN
IRENE ELLERTON
TRUE TIGER
SUPPORTER
AT 85 XXXX
ROSE MCINTOSH
TRAVIS HAMILLL
TIGERS
FOREVER
RODNEY GROVES
PORTLAND
“GO THE TIGERS”
EAT ‘EM ALIVE
JOHNSTON FAMILY
BURWOOD RAYMOND, DOREEN & DAVID
O’BRIEN FAMILY
EAST BURWOOD
JOYCE, MAX,
JOHN, JIM
AND MERVYN
MILLEDGE
GANGE FAMILY
IVANHOE
STEVE,
THERESA,
PRESLEY,
SHYEDA
NICHOLAS & ANDREW CUMPSTON
BENNY GALE APPRECIATION SOCIETY
JANSSSEN
FAMILY FROM
GLEN IRIS TO
PORT HEDLAND
TIGER TERRITORY
MARIO & JENNIFER BONATO
“EAT EM ALIVE”
WENZEL FAMILY
GEOFF, AUDREY, COLIN, DAVID, CHRISTINE & DIANE
COREY & TENILLE GIDDINGS TIGER CUBS 2004
THE BILLINGS FAMILY
ROSE BAY N.S.W.
JASON, ANITA & JOSH PLUS
MORE TO COME
YATES FAMILY
MT ELIZA
BEN, GRACE, CHRIS, SAM, STUART & JUDY
JEFFS FAMILY
BALLARAT
DOSS, BARRY,
VICKI AND
DARREN
ROBERTS FAMILY
KNOXFIELD VIC
RON BILLIE
KARYN COLIN
RONNIE
RONNIE
THE HADDOW FAMILY
GO TIGERS
JOHN & TIM
MCKAY
GO TIGERS!
KELAM FAMILY
BUNDOORA
IVAN, MARINA,
JOSHUA,
MATTHEW
& ASHLEY
ZECEVIC FAMILY
RANKO, MATTHEW
AND TAMIKA
MCNAMARA FAMILY
CROYDON
GLENN, JULIE, RACHAEL, COLE, ASHLEY & BRENDA
TURNER FAMILY RESEARCH
HOWARD, STELLA, MARK & MELISSA
K & D MATTHEWS & FAMILY
COLIN, CHERYL, KAREN, KATH, KEN, PETA, CHRIS, HEATHER, JOEL & MITCH
COLIN DOUGLAS DOUGLAS
1918–2003
BORN & BRED
IN TIGERLAND
MARC & SARAH MULLAVEY
21 MAY 2004
ACHESON - MARSHALL
RICHMOND
MATTHEW, KIRSTIE & CHARLOTTE-LOUISE
HARTY FAMILY
PASCOE VALE
LEN, KATH, DALE
AND BRENTON
BIDDAU FAMILY
PHILIP SIMONE
LUKE ANTHONY
DEAN
THE GAZZARDS TIGERS FOREVER!
ROHAN SHILO & SHARNI
MICHELLE & ALYSSA GIBSON
W.A. TIGERS
IN MEMORY OF
LEO PHYLAND
FOUND. MEMB.
SWAN HILL
SUPPORTERS
GROUP
BASIC FAMILY
GLEN WAVERLEY
GEORGE, TEREZA & TONY
TOOMEY FAMILY
ST ALBANS
KAYE, GARY
& KYLIE
MATESEVAC
FAMILY
RUSS, STEVE &
SLAVICA
GO THE TIGERS!
BARRY & NANCY FOUNDERS OF THE GREENWOOD TIGER CLAN
IT’S ABOUT BELONGING
HONOURING OUR HERO BILL ‘POLLY’ PERKINS
148 GAMES (1939-1949)
PERKINS FAMILY
RICHARDSON FAMILY
SYDNEY WILL, REBECCA AND MIA
Paganias Family
Lambros, Jenny,
Victoria and Arthur
Tigers Forever
THE REYNOLDS FAMILY
MOSMAN, SYDNEY
“TIGERS TO THE BONE”
JESSICA & REBECCA
BEN, BRIAN & CHERYL CRITCHLEY-ROY
WE LOVE THE TIGERS!
YELLOW & BLACK
IT’S IN OUR
BLOOD!!
ZACHARY,
JANINE &
MICHAEL CARR
BILL KONSTANTINOU
PAUL FORTOMANOS
“YELLOW & BLACK”
FOR WE’RE FROM TIGERLAND
SARAH CLARK
FERNTREE
GULLY
NO. 1
POMMY FAN
‘GO TIGERS!’
JAI TAJ MCCOY
MALCOLM & SARAH PAULINE
& JOHN SAMANTHA MCCOY
GROGAN FAMILY
DOCS PL
& LM, ANGE,
HELEN, LEO,
LIAM,
PAULA
& JOHN F
ARMSTRONG FAMILY
PA DICK,
JOHN, JULIE
& RACHEL
GO TIGERS
TIGERS FOREVER!
BERNARD ‘DICK’ LAMBERT
QUEENSLAND
NORMAN SIM
LIFELONG TIGER SUPPORTER
GRAEME COULSON & FAMILY
GWEN, DARREN, JEFFREY & SALLY
KLEINE FAMILY
BRAD, MARIANNE, LACHLAN & MITCHELL
GERALD, BERNADETTE, THOMAS & KIMBERLEY DOIDGE TATURA
JOHN AND MARIA BONATO
“TIGERS FOR LIFE”
ARNOLD FAMLY
HOBART, TAS
ANGELENE,
MATHEW,
LINCOLN &
JAMERSON
DAVID, ROS, BIANCA & ALYXX
CLUNING
GO TIGES!
TOM MCGRATH
1929–2002
YELLOW AND BLACK WARRAGUL TIGER
LIZZIE REED
GO TIGES!
SHANTAL
SADLER
EAT ‘EM ALIVE!
CHIVERS
FAMILY
HOBART, TAS
ADRIAN,
GEMMA, SAMUEL
JD & BARB
GO TIGERS
ROBERT BOLGE
ZOE BOLGE
TIGERS FOREVER
RUSSO FAMILY
JOE, ELVIA,
SIENNA,
CHRISTIAN
ANDY GEINITZ
H40B–
TIGERS
FOREVER
LOVE ALWAYS
MIRREN,
JESSIE & RORY
TRAVIS ‘CRASH’ TEAL
LAKE ILLAWARRA, N.S.W
YELLOW
AND BLACK
TIGERS
FOREVER!
LEE, WAYNE, CLINT & NASH BRADY ALBURY
“GO TIGES!”
ROMAGNOLO FAMILY
ANDREW & MARDI JORDAN & DANA
IT’S IN THE BLOOD
DAVID GUNSBERG
A TIGER FOREVER
THANKS PAUL G
MY TIGER
BROTHER
Go the Tigers

Edna Connoley

(1910–2004)
WE LOVE TIGERS
RICHO, BROWNY, 
COGS, MICKAELA, 
BRITTANEE, 
DANIELLE, 
DYLAN, TYSON 
& JACK
HANSLOW FAMILY
CAMBRIDGE TAS
PAUL, KELLIE, TYSON & OLIVIA
AMELIA, AISLINN ALEXANDER AND ELIZABETH O’DELL
BOOTH FAMILY
OF VIEWBANK
IAN, WENDY,
MELANIE
& SAM
GARRA FAMILY
WERRIBEE
JOE, ROBYN,
OLIVIA
& FRANCESCA
HORNE
GENERATION
GEORGE 1917
GRAEME 1952
ADAM 1985
NATALIE, WALLACE & SCOTT THOMPSON! GO TIGERS!
HAIFA BOYS
BASHIR
& FOUAD
“TIGERS FOR LIFE”
BRUCE GOUGH
GO TIGES
MARJORIE,
CHRIS & MARK
DOHERTY
TIGERS
FOREVER
TO
JACK KELLY
CONGRATULATIONS
ON 80 YEARS
GO TIGERS!
THE
HONOURABLE
LINDSAY
THOMPSON
FELTON FAMILY
WAYNE, WILMA,
JACLYN &
MELISSA
GO TIGERS
OUR TIGER
CHAMPS
J.D & BARB
DR. HAROLD CASHMORE AND FAMILY TIGERS FOR LIFE
BEN CLANCY
GO THE TIGES!
ALLEN FAMILY
MARK - JENNY
MATTHEW -
CARTER
AND JAY
MICHAEL JOHN GALLAGHER
FOREVER
A TIGER